Recreation Plan for ASTs Provides Club, Study Rooms in Dem Hall

By Dee Baring

This week, with the increasing need for colder recreation places, were laid and approved by Press, John A. Halter, the hall of the Dem hall, and study rooms for the 360th, 36th and 38th ASTs.

100 Enemy Planes Blasted on Rabaul

ALLEHED RQ in the S. PACIFIC Thursday Oct. 25 (AP) - Continuing the theme of this campaign, a daring force of Liberator and Lightnings, hit a key Japanese New Britain island Monday for the last time in a single day with 435 tons of bombs, destroying 27,000 feet of roads and killing 36 of the day.

It was the 11th raid of the month on Rabaul during which about 400 planes have been deployed as needed and sent out on raids.

Chinese Government Headed by Father Kao

DETROIT Oct. 26 (AP) - Chinese Government headed by Father Kao, whose appointment as minister to the United States was recently announced, arrived here Monday at the conclusion of his Washington tour.

Germans Wreck Tulloch Bridge

GERMAN troops today began the destruction of Tulloch Bridge over the river near the small town of Eddystone, Italy, by a series of bombs and explosives.

Germans Prepare for Strong Defense of Rome Approach

Rommel's army digs in along Mountain line as Allies Plot toward Rome; Air Force Continues Greek, Italian Raids

ALLED HQ, ALGERI, Oct. 27 (AP) - The Allied army in Italy received relatively minor gains today as the last German road guards were withdrawn from the line, entrenched certainly for a strong defense of the approaches to Rome and perhaps to mount a spectacular counter-attack.

The Allied armies advanced more than 6 miles across the Po on Thursday, driving the Germans deeper into the mountains, but met a firm resistance in the face of determined fighting.

Yugoslavs Report Heavy Fighting in Border Attacks

LONDON Oct. 27 (AP) - Heavy fighting continues in Yugoslavia and Yugo. preservation of the government is of both fundamental to the war effort to the British, a much of security and internal order.

The Yugoslav government said today that it was being prepared for the attack by the work of the pro-Nazi government.
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Michigan Plays Fighting Illini on Saturday

Warriors Make Final Road Appearance at Memorial Stadium

ANN ARBOR, Oct. 27: The final road appearance at Memorial Stadium has been all that the latter suggests for the Michigan basketball team. In Saturday's game against Illinois, the Big Ten's last road game, the Wolverines were forced to face the facts of the season.

The Golden Gaters of Ann Arbor, led by the famous Michigan football team, have been defeated in their last two road games. The team has lost its last two road games and faces a tough challenge in Saturday's game.

The game against Illinois will be a tough one for the Wolverines, but they will give their best effort.

**U.S. Air Officers Discredit Raid Tip-off Rumors**

London, Oct. 27: All American pilots have been tipped off by top British officers that the German raiders are not making progress in their attacks on this country. The pilots have been told that the raids are being stopped by the British defenses.

The British have been relieved by the news, but the Americans are still cautious.

**ITALY**

Continued from Page 1

DeMarigny Trial Evidence Questioned

SANTA FE, N.M., Oct. 27: The inquiry into the murder of the young New Mexico woman, DeMarigny, has caused much excitement in the state. The case has been complicated by the defendant's defense, which is based on the theory that the woman was killed by a hit-and-run driver.

The case has been under investigation for several weeks and is expected to be settled soon.
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Reds Keep Germans Moving

Grind Across 18 More Miles of 'The Loop'

LONDON, Oct 27 AP—Russians racing through Italy as they swept south to the beaches at a beaten German army captured 18 additional miles in the Muldenb area today and took 14 more populated places in the frontier belt. Moscow announced yesterday.

A German resistance broke in the north to drive back in the Crimea, the Russians farther north tightened their stranglehold on the Germans, 14 and the southern front was held in front of the four miles The Russians have said.

The Russians were advancing the northwestern ring area center and the one that held together the whole German front in south Russia.

In the southern Ukraine, the Russians have captured themselves 14 superhot million-born and are advancing west in White Russia where the front has been extremely mobile. In the southern Ukraine, the Russians were also pulling up from the north toward Belgrad on the Dnieper river, where manganese mines—important for making steel—were among the 14 million Red Line.

Mexicans Enroll in Vet Division

Five Mexican student veterinarians are now enrolled in the Veterinary Sciences department at Michigan State College, according to Dean Dehn. The universities from the Kellogg school have been previously employed in the United States. They are now enrolled in the school.

The Mexicans are graduate students, and are taking courses in farm, dairy and meat hygiene. They are sponsored by the U.S. government.

Our Stationary—Is For Ever Yours

Heavy weights and Air Mail by box or pound in pale tints and white.

Write often to your man in service.

Campus Book Store

Opposite the Union

New Music Club Elects Officers

For the first time in the history of the college, an organization supervising the activities of the music department has been formed. Every one of the 100 music majors is automatically a member, although the group too large to stimulate mutual interest and activity among students of the diverse variety of music practiced in the Music building be done for the meeting of the group. Officers elected for this year are: Fred Truesdell, president; Leonore Hadden, vice-president, and Jackie Balder, secretary-treasurer.

Numerous activities, both social and educational, are being planned for the coming months. The first on the calendar is a reception for the veterans, followed by Balder, who will appear in the music concert next month.

RECREATION

(Courtesy from Page 3)

Pi Mu Epsilon to Hold Term Picnic Today

Pi Mu Epsilon, national math honorary, will sponsor a picnic tonight in the Forest and use its annual picnic as a highway. The picnic will be at the north end of the campus.

Campus News

The W K Kellogg Foundation has awarded $30,000 to the Music Department to allow for research and development in music education.

Campus Book Store

The Michigan State College Book Store has added to its inventory of books and supplies to meet the needs of the students.

Your Favorite Band or Artist on Victor Bluebird Columbia His Master's Voice

Records

$25.00

Sheet Music and Instruction Books Musical Instruments

Back the Attack

Budd's Music House

"Everything in Music"

133 S. Washington Ave. Tel. 4145

Join the Michigan State College Band. All Kinds Except Labels.

Yanks Step Up Attack on Japanese Shipping

NEW DELHI, Oct 27—American and British airmen, dropping the Yanks' bombs upon Japanese transport and installations, have struck hard at the ports at the cape and Bangag and the interior.

U. S. Liberals and British anti-colonialists express their regret at the results of the second day's battles yesterday, criticism of the campaign against the Japanese in the Orient.

CAMPUS FLASH

Coeid's Delight

A refresh for your fall concerts—this 100, wool jersey in watermelon red, trimmed with aqua grass, and tiny gold accent buttons.